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Mo-Fr. 10:00h to 19.00h

Greece Enduro Challenge (M-ID: 3219)
https://www.motourismo.com/en/listings/3219-greece-enduro-challenge

from €990.00
Dates and duration (days)
On request
5 days

Come and enjoy riding enduro at single trail level!

In contrast to our adventure trip, for this enduro tour you
need sufficient enduro and single trail experience or the
willingness and desire for your own challenge and of
course a good portion of nerves.
Around Athens hides for many unexpectedly a very
demanding Enduro terrain.  In the mountains, which are up
to 1400 m high, there is a rich selection of tracks, stony
paths and exciting single trails through the forests. On well-
maintained KTM enduros we move through an enchantingly
beautiful and varied landscape. Adrenaline is guaranteed
during the three days.

In this enduro tour you will get a taste of the uniquely
beautiful mountains that surround Athens. The terrain
changes and there are many views worth seeing, springs,
country churches, meadows and huts serving local cuisine.
Through enchanting scenery, the daily tours guide us over
challenging surfaces to gravel roads - the "rally tracks".

This tour offers extensive riding challenges, as we have a
variety of trails with different levels of difficulty to choose
from, depending on your riding level. If you would rather
have a tailor-made Enduro tour organised with your friends
to suit your previous Enduro experience, then this is of
course also possible. You don't have to take any luggage
with you on these day tours, as we always return to our
hotel in the evening. For dinner we give you the insider tips
for the best tavernas.

This trip from day to day:

DAY 1 - ARRIVAL ATHENS TRANSFER RAFINA
Arrive Athens and transfer to hotel in Rafina (approx 30min
drive). Rafina is a pretty little harbour town where the
market place is bustling in the evening. In the harbour itself
tavernas invite you to eat. Depending on the time of arrival
it is possible to visit Athens and the Acropolis.

DAY 2 - RAFINA - DAY TOUR
In this tour you will get a taste of the uniquely beautiful
mountains that surround Athens. We are in varied terrain
and enchanting scenery the entire time and can seamlessly
switch from challenging surfaces to gravel road "rally
tracks". This allows us to choose how challenging we want
to be at any given time. We ride through the marble and
granite of Pendeli Mountain, whose stone material was
used to build the Acropolis as well as many other famous
monuments. After a short break we will explore the
canyons and hills of Rapendosa, which will take us on
challenging sections to the historic village of Marathonas,
where the world famous Marathon race originated. There
you will have the opportunity to visit places where the
legendary battles took place. Afterwards we ride back to
the headquarters to enjoy cool refreshments.  We will then
organize the transfer to the hotel.

DAY 3 - RAFINA - PARMITHAS MOUNTAINS - RAFINA
In the morning we visit the Parnitha Mountains. Again we
start from the headquarters, up the mountain trails to
Parnitha. Here you will see the highest and most beautiful
mountain of Attica. This mountain offers us extensive
riding challenges and an extensive feeling of joy. Of course,
here again we have a variety of trails to choose from,
depending on your riding level. Of course, because it tastes
so good, we also dine here in a taverna with local cuisine.
Afterwards, it's back through more scenery via the
headquarters to our hotel.

DAY 4 - RAFINA - PARMITHAS PEAK - RAFINA
Day of challenge. We start today with the goal of reaching
the top of the mountain. On trails that will make us sweat,
we will be rewarded with breathtaking views and gorgeous
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natural landscapes, just a stone's throw away from the city
of Athens. Again, we have a choice, as we can ride equally
less demanding trails and fantastic adventure roads that
will effortlessly take us to the same wonderful spots. The
"sky is the limit" when it comes to route selection and we
know how to make the most of it. After a long day, we
return -always with tired muscles but blissful- to the
headquarters and drop off the bikes and head back to the
hotel.

DAY 5 - RAFINA - ATHENS DEPARTURE
This is where the trip ends. You will get an airport transfer
or you can extend your stay in Greece.

- Changes to the itinerary can be made to suit local
circumstances -
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Countries Greece

Category Motorcycle Tour

Terrain Offroad

Vehicle motorcycle rent incl.

Tourguide / Coach yes (guided)

Accommodation Hotel / B&B or similar

Flight to / from no, not incl.

Ferry no, not incl.

Support vehicle (luggage/service) yes

Level of difficulty medium

difficult

Customer payment protection yes

* PRICING Minimal without optional extras, see pricing

Pricing

per rider in shared twin/double room €990.00

per single room (surcharge) €200.00

Included

Transfers Athens Airport - Hotel Rafina and back

4 hotel nights full board

Rental motorcycle KTM

Petrol

Multilingual (EN/GRI) tour guide on motorcycle

Escort vehicle and luggage transport

Travel insurance certificate

Travel guide

Not included

International flight to Athens and back

Entrance fees

Optional excursions

Fully comprehensive insurance € 60,-  with a deductible of € 1000,-
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International health and accident insurance incl. repatriation

Travel cancellation insurance

Everything that is not specified under services

More details

Minimum number of participants: 4

Maximum number of participants: 8

Motorcycles: you can choose and ride: 250 / 300 / EXC TPI - 2018 250 / 350 / 450 / EXC - F - 2018 250
FREERIDE - 2017 The bikes are well maintained and only original spare parts and powerparts from KTM are
used.

Insurance: The motorcycles are insured against liability. In case of damage to the vehicle, caused by own fault,
the material costs must be borne by the causer.  There is the possibility to take out a comprehensive insurance
with a deductible of 1000 Euro for 20 Euro/day.  You are responsible for your own health and travel insurance!

Enduro Tour: You will spend a lot of time deep in the forest and mountains challenging yourself to ride
challenging, branching trails and technical sections that show how great and versatile enduro riding can be.
Enduro experience is not mandatory, but the willingness to "have nerves of steel" and to face the challenges to
bring your own riding skills to a new level. The trip is organized and accompanied by our local partner, the
Greek Enduro Champion Vasilis Boudros from Enduro Greece. He speaks fluent English and has many years of
experience from countless "miles in the saddle" with hours and days of rallies often ending on the podium.  If
you prefer to book a tailor-made tour with your friends, where you choose the number of days and the
difficulties, or whatever you have in mind, we can arrange that for you. Training packages or rally training are
available on request.

Clothing:

What's Necessary: Helmet, boots, body protection (knee, elbow, chest protection) goggles and gloves, jacket -
rain jacket, camelback hydration pack or backpack (you must carry plenty of water throughout the ride). Your
gear must fit well, be able to be worn in layers and carried on the bike.

Participation without protective gear is not possible! Remember that we ride all year round, regardless of
weather conditions. So be prepared and carry the right equipment.

After consultation with us, we can offer a full range of off-road footwear and clothing through our local
partners. As for our motorcycles, we want you to be on the trails with the best equipment available. We are
offering a 15% discount on all KENNY gear. Offer applies to all in-stock and pre-order items.

Travel documents: For this trip you need a valid driver's license and a passport or ID card.
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